
ln the following report, Hanover Research explores two models of ELL instruction: bilingual

education and two-way immersion. We discuss key elements of each model as well as the

demonstrated benefits to students. We further provide profiles of programs operating

under both models to illustrate programmatic elements.
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ExucurrvE SuunnARy AND Kry FrNonrtcs

lrurnooucrolu

The most widely used form of English language instruction for English language learners
(ELLs) in the United States is the ESL "full immersion" model. However, a wide and growing
body of research finds that this is the /eost effective form of English language instruction for
ELLs, particularly in terms of long-term achievement. Despite their low success rate, ESL

immersion programs are considered the most practical approach to ELL instruction,
particularly because they are cost-effective and require a substantially smaller outlay of
resources than other models.

ESL programs that educate students in both their native language and in English ("two-way
immersion"), on the other hand, have been shown to be effective in supporting ELL student
learning and growth. Students who enter American classrooms with little to no educational
background tend to perform best on English assessments after first learning to read in their
native language. Researchers have identified the number of years a student is educated in
their native language as the single greatest predictor of success in English proficiency.l

Two models of ELL education-the bilingual education approach, and two-way language

immersion-can be particularly successful when established with high expectations for student
achievement, effective teachers, and quality assessments. lt is these two models and their
variances which this report will examine. ln the first section, we discuss the two models
generally, moving on to provide more details on each model in the subsequent two sections.

Krv Frruorrues

English language learners on average exhibit lower academic performance and
lower graduation rates than their native-English speaking peers. A vast majority of
non-native English speakers reach middle and high school without achieving
language proficiency, suggesting more attention needs to be paid to language

education at the elementary levels. ESL programs include English-only immersion,
transitional bilingual programs, and dual language acquisition or two-way immersion
programs.

Bilingual education is intended only for English learners and consists of creating grade-

level groupings to teach language and subject content in students' native language for
a part of each day. Students are not grouped by ability and are expected to help each

other to understand challenging concepts. Two-way immersion programs, by contrast,
offer integrated language and content learning for both native English speakers and
ELLs at once, together. Both require early entry into the program to take advantage of
students' facility for early, context-based language acquisition.

lGoldenberg, Claude. "Teaching English Language Learners: What the Research Does-and Does Not-Say," p. IO.
Summer 2008. America n Educator. http://www,aft.org/pdfs/a mericaneducator/summer2008/ae_su mmer08.pdf
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Bilingual education can take two broad forms. Transitional bilingual education aims

to mainstream ELLs within a short period of approximately three years. Within this

model, the learning of students' native language is not supported' Developmental

bilingual education, on the other hand, is longer in duration, and aims to encourage

students to maintain their native language as they learn English. ln both cases,

translation and language switching is discouraged to prevent students from relying

upon their stronger language.

Evidence suggests that developmental bilingual education may be more effective

than transitional bilingual education, though it does require more concentrated

district support and resources. Students who are able to learn their first language in

school make connections between home and school life, which improves interest

and engagement. Students in "socioculturally supportive classrooms" such as those

which acknowledge and value their native language demonstrate accelerated

academic growth. Additionally, formal learning in the student's first language can

provide a scaffold upon which students will build an understanding of English.

Two-way immersion is a form of bilingual education that not only aims to instruct

ELLs in English, but also native-English speakers in the classroom non-native

language (most often, Spanish). Such programs foster bilingualism and increased

awareness of cultural diversity. As with developmental bilingual education, a key

element of two-way immersion for ELLs is that it supports their development in their

native language while teaching a second language. lnstruction occurs in one

language or the other, but not both at once, and time spent in each language can be

split in a variety of ways. one of the main challenges to two-way immersion is

keeping native speakers engaged while also not overwhelming the language learners

in the classroom; teachers must obtain specific knowledge and skills in how to

achieve this balance.
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SrcnoN I: MonsLS oF ELL lrusrnucrroN
English language learners are a growing population in American public schools who face
significant challenges in achieving academic success. Between 1985 and 2006, the
population of English language learners (ELLs) in the United States grew 169 percent-a
rate substantially higher than the general student population, which grew only L2 percent
over the same time period.2 As of the 2OO7-O8 school year, ELLs comprised over 10 percent
of K-12 public school enrollment, or more than 5.3 million students.3 Research indicates
that roughly 80 percent of ELLs speak Spanish as their native language.

According to a 2011 report published by the Future of Children,.a collaborative effort
between Princeton University and the Brookings lnstitute, ELLs exhibit "lower academic
performance and lower graduation rates than native white students and have affected the
nation's overall educational attainment."4 The report notes that 80 percent of second-
generation immigrant children, born in the United States and attending American schools
since kindergarten, reach middle and high school "still classified as limited English
proficient"-a trend which suggests that elementary school programs may not be
adequately addressing the needs of ELLs.s There is also evidence that the achievement gap
may be exacerbated over time: of students who took the 2007 National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP), fourth grade ELLs scored 35 points lower than fluent English
speakers in reading and 25 points lower in math. Among eighth graders, this disparity was
even more substantial: a 42 point difference in reading and a 37 point difference in math.6

It is clear that innovative, effective programs
ELLs are necessary to help student
comprehension, acquire speaking, reading,
competence, maintain grade level status,
graduation standards. Programs for Englis
learners vary by state, district, and school.
and terms associated with such programs
non-standardized; as such, structure, co
implementation may differ based on the needs of ELLs or state and district requirements.
Overall, however, literature indicates that ELL programs generally fall into three broad
categories:7

2 
Francis, David J., and Mabel Rivera. "Practical Guidelines forthe Education of English Language Learners: Research-

Based Recommendations for lnstruction and Academic lnterventions," p. 3. Center on lnstruction, 2006.
http://www.ce nte ron instruction.orglfiles/ ELLl-l nterventions.pdf

3 Calder6n, Margarita, Robert Slavin, and Marta Sdnchez. "Effective lnstruction for English Learners," p. 103. Spring
2011. The Future of Children. http:/futureofchildren.orglfutureofchildren/publications/docs/21_01_O5.pdf

o tbid., 104.
t tbid.
6Goldenberg, 

Claude, "Teaching English Language Learners: What the Research Does-and Does Not-Say," p. 10.
Summer2008.AmericanEducotor.http://www.aft.org/pdfs/americaneducator/summer2008/ae summer08.pdf

7 
See, for instance, Moughamian, Ani C., et al. "lnstructional Models and Strategies ForTeaching English Language

Learners," p, 5, Center on lnstruction, 2009,
http://www.centeroninstruction.org/files/lnstructiona l%20Models%2ofor%20ELLs.pdf
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ESL lmmersion Programs, in which the goal is English fluency and English is the only
language of instruction.

Transitional Programs, in which the goal is English fluency, but students are initially
taught literacy skills in their native language and transition over time to English-only
classrooms.

Dual Language Programs, in which students are taught both English and another
language simultaneously, and are expected to achieve the same degree of fluency in
both languages. Native English speakers, as well as ELLs, are educated in this model.

As demonstrated, both bilingual and two-way immersion programs fall under the "dual
language programs" category listed above. According to a report from the Center on
lnstruction, these programs are not entirely mutually exclusive, and the terms are

occasionally found to be used interchangeably in ELL research.t Many researchers,
however, have developed fully exclusive boundaries for both programs. UC Berkeley's
Center for Research on Education, Diversity, and Excellence, for instance, defines two-way
immersion as integrated language and academic instruction for both native English

speakers and native speakers of another language, with the goal of proficiency in both
languages for all students. Bilingual education, however, is only intended for English

learners. ln developmental bilingual education, ELL students are instructed in both their
home language and English, with the aim of promoting high levels of academic achievement
and language proficiency in both languages. Transitional bilingual education, however, only
provides academic instruction in an ELL's primary language as they learn English. The table
below outlines the key differences between these three program types.

Figure 1.1: Key Elements of lmmersion and Bilingual Education Programs

Transition to all English

instruction

CulturalGools

Maintenance,
integration into

mainstream American
culture and appreciation

of others' culture

lntegration into
mainstream American

culture and
maintenance of

Understanding of and
integration into

mainstream American
culture

Same as districts,
program goals for all

students

Same as districts,
program goals for all

students

Same as districts,
program goals for all

students

Student
Characteristics

Native English speakers

and students with
limited or no English -

variety of cultural

Students with limited or
no English. All students
have same proficienry

level. Variety of cultural

Students with limited or
no English. All students
have same proficiency

level. Variety of cultural

t tbid. p. s.
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Length of Student
Porticipation

Usually 6 years.

Preferablv K-12.

Usually 6 years.

Preferablv K-12.

Usually 5 years.

Preferablv K-12.

Porticipotion of
Mainstream Teachers

Yes, mainstream
teachers with special

training

No. Standalone program
with its own specially

trained teachers

Yes, mainstream
teachers must have

trainine in Sl

Teocher

Quolificotions

Bilingual/lmmersion
certifi cation; bilingua I

proficienry;
multicultural trainine

Bilingual/M ulticu ltu ral

certificate; bilingual
proficiency

Bilingual certificate

lnstructional
Moterials, Texts,

VisuolAides

ln minority language and
English, as required by

the curriculum

ln L1 and English, English

materials adapted to
student's proficiency

levels

ln L1 and English, English

. materials adapted to
student's proficienry

levels.
Source: UC

Bilingual programs and two-way immersion both require early entry into the program, and
may not be able to address the needs of students who enter a district with limited English
proficiency past the second grade. This is because both programs take advantage of
students' facility for very early language acquisition, and because content taught at the very
early levels is not as difficult as that encountered at the middle-early level, which facilitates
context/content-based language learning. ln all models as well, ELL students are expected to
achieve the same learning goals as native English speakers, an expectation which is possible
since neither bilingual instruction or two-way immersion are pull-out programs. Students
remain with their peers in both cases.

Research from the Pacific Policy Research Center finds five "critical features" of bilingual
and immersion language programs for ELLs:10

r Equitable lnteraction: Promotion of positive interactions between teacher and
learners. When applied equitably in a classroom with mixed Ll- and L2 students, this
method has enabled both groups to perform better academically.

r Targeted and Varied Teaching Techniques: Utilization of a variety of teaching
techniques respond to different learning styles. This method enables students with
varying language proficiency levels to orient their learning more efficiently to the
curriculum.

r Student-Centered Teaching and Learning: The program should have a student-
centered approach. Reciprocal interaction is preferable to teacher-centered
knowledge transmission and is associated with higher-level cognitive skills. ln
classrooms with mixed L1 and L2 students, a bilingual program should encourage
students to share their linguistic codes and cultural knowledge with other students.

t 
Genesee, F. "Program Alternatives for Linguistically Diverse Students." UC Berkeley Center for Research on

Education, Diversity, and Excellence. 1999. P. 8. http://www,escholarship.org/uc/item/gSt956xz#page-5
l0 

"Successful Bilingual and lmmersion Education Models/Programs." August, 2010, Pacific Policy Research Center. P.

8.
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Sharing Between Learners: Cooperative learning strategies should be encouraged.
Academic achievement improves when students collaborate interdependently on

common objective tasks and share work experiences. Additionally, students'
expectations and attitudes toward each other become more positive.

Language through Common Task Orientation: Language transfer is not always a

result of cooperative learning strategies, and attention should be paid to the type of
task. Linguistic knowledge transfer will occur when the cooperative learning strategy
is focused around a language task that facilitates the students sharing language.

The following two sections will examine bilingual education and two-way immersion in

more detail

@ 20L2 Hanover Research I District Administration Practice
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STcTION II: BILINGUAL EUUCNTION

ln bilingual education programs, students receive at least some of their instruction in their
native language. This is the primary element which differentiates bilingual education from

typical ELL immersion instruction: in traditional models, even when students are pulled out

of the classroom for individual instruction, the supplemental learning still occurs in English.

Note that typical immersion differs greatly from two-way
immersion, which will be discussed in the next section.

The accepted definition of bilingual education "excludes

programs that include bilingual .students but do not

involve bilingual instruction, most notably submersion

majority language programs t...1 lt also excludes
programs where a second language is taught as a subject
only."11 lnstead, bilingual programs are set forth as those

which use two languages as mediums of instruction for
any part, or all, of the school curriculum.

Bilingual education can be

either odditive, where

stu d e nts conti nu e I ea rn i ng

their native language, or
su btra ctive, w he re n ativ e

language learning is not
supported.

Terminology used to delineate the scope of different bilingual education programs overlaps

significantly with those used to identify traditional ELL programs. Under the umbrella of
bilingual education, we find two primary models:12

r Transitional bilingual education: ELLs are placed into a bilingual education program

for no more than 3 years and then are placed into the mainstream classes where

they receive ESL support if still required. The goal of this type of program is to
transition students into English as quickly as possible. This is considered a

subtractive form of bilingualism because while the native language is used initially,

the final goal is for no use of the native language.

r Developmental bilingual education: ELLs are placed into a bilingual program for
several years. The major goal of this program is to encourage students to maintain

their native language as they learn English. This is considered an additive form of
bilingualism because the program works to develop skills in both the native

language and in English.

Each of these bilingual education models is explored in turn below.

TRRrusrtoNAt BTUNGUAL EDUcATIoN

Transitional bilingual education does is not designed to help students achieve full

bilingualism. lnstead, this model uses the student's first language as a scaffold upon which

11 
"successful Bilingual and lmmersion Education Models/Programs." Pacific Policy Research Center' 2010.

http://www.cfc.wa.gov/Ha ndouts/K12-Bili ngu al-€ducatio n. pdf
t'"A Guide for Educators of English Language Learners." New York Collective of Radical Educators' P' 6'

http://www.nycore.org/newsite/wp-content/u ploads/NYCORE-ELLteacher-handbook.pdf
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to build grade-level content mastery until such a point as English proficiency is acquired
and students transition to all-English instruction. Transitional bilingual education aims to
achieve proficiency within two years and to mainstream students within three years.13

Teaching academic content to ELLs in their first language helps them progress in content
mastery at the same rate as their English-speaking peers, while enabling them to build
English proficiency. This type of education is of particular importance in early years, since
successful early education is critical to students' long-term academic and intellectual
growth.la Content mastery in English is also facilitated when students have some
knowledge of a subject in their first language. lt is easier for the student to make
connections between languages when the content area is already understood. Early
bilingual education also enables students to immediately begin building reading and writing
skills, since a majority of literacy skills transfer from one language to another.

Transitional bilingual education requires e

language instruction, effective and continu
language development, additional support
who struggle in the early grades, specif
strategies, accurate assessment, and a

curriculum. Additionally, it is recommende
should have opportunities to interact with na

speakers, which typically takes the form of daily class mixing for art, music, and physical
education.ls

DevelopruENTAr BrurueuRl EoucRnoru

Developmental bilingual education occurs over a longer timeframe than transitional
bilingual education. Developmental bilingual education emphasizes the importance of
"supporting the long-term linguistic, academic, and cognitive development of ELLs" and
provides one-way instruction for language minority instruction.16 Most developmental
bilingual programs begin in earliest grades and continue for as long as the district can
support teaching in the student's native language. Developmental bilingual programs
promote academic achievement in all areas, as well as full language proficiency in the
student's native language and English. There is a "cognitive and academic richness" which
results from exploring academic content from multiple cultural perspectives, which
developmental bilingual education aims to access.

Supporting students in the use of their home language helps them make connections
between home and school, which can improve student engagement in the school
environment. Additionally, providing instruction in the student's native language allows
them to continue to learn content while in a context in which vocabulary and grammar are

tt Genes"", F. op. cit. p, 19,
to 

rbid.t 
rbid. p.21.

tt tbid. p.24.
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not a challenge. This ensures that students continue to meet content standards as they
grow their language capacity.lT

A key element of developmental bilingual education is that one language is used for long
periods of time, and switching, translating, or mixing languages mid-lesson is avoided. This is

intended to maximize students' development in each language. Students in developmental
bilingual programs learn together despite differing proficiency levels; students who are

more proficient in one language over the other are able to act as tutors for their peers. All

students in a bilingual class must be native speakers of the same language for the program

to work.

Teaching staff must be fully bilingual, either in the entirety of a grade level curriculum, or in
specific content areas. Classes can also be team-taught with different teachers covering

instruction in each language. Professional development for teachers should focus on

instructional strategies and curriculum development, rather than their own language

maintenance.

"provides a strong theoretical base" for
ental bilingual education, finding that
the second language supports cognitive

ent in a way that leads to increased academic
nt.18 Bilingualism is associated with strong
ffects on metalinguistic and metacognitive

, problem solving, and attentional control.le
lv, "students who study in socioculturally

classrooms ... are able to accelerate their
own academic growth."2o Participation in developmental bilingual education can result in
students who feel respected and valued, as only then do all students have truly equal access

to the same resources. Programs which develop true bilingualism can also provide long-

term advantages-there are significant economic advantages to be had when entering the
workplace as fluently bilingual.

B t tt ttt o u et E o u cnn o nt Exnrvt p tr P RoG RA M s

Washington State's Transitional Bilingua I I nstructional Progra m

Washington's State Transitional Bilingual lnstructional Program (STBIP) was created in !979
to "address the unique needs of students from linguistically and culturally diverse

tt'? 
Guide for Educators of English Language Learners." Op. cit' p. 12.

tt lbid. p. 25,
tt Brisk, Maria, and Patrick Proctor. "Challenges and Supports for English Language Learners in Bilingual Programs."

Understanding Language, Stanford University. P.3. http://ell.stanford.edu/sites/defaultfiles/pdf/academic-
pa pe rsl11-Brisk%2}Bilingual%21P r ograms%ZoF1 NAL-0. pdf

'o tbid.
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backgrounds."2l The program serves about eight percent of the state's student population,
or over 88,700 students.22The state's bilingual enrollment is increasing more slowly now
than it did in the early 2000s, though the total number of students served is expected to be
over 101,000 by the 2OI4-2OLS school year. The STBIP uses two languages for instruction,
one of which is English. lnstruction in the second language helps students build upon and
expand their language skills, with the ultimate goal of achieving proficiency in English.

Content can be taught in the student's home language, but all concepts are tested in
English.

Eligibility for the program is determined by the following process:

r Eligibility begins with the administration of a Home Language Survey to determine if
a language other than English is spoken at home and if 'the child first spoke a
language other than English.

r lf the child speaks a language other than English, the student's English language
ability is measured with the Washington Language Proficiency Test within the
student's first 10 days of attendance.

I Students scoring at the Beginning, Advanced Beginning, lntermediate, or Advanced
Level are eligible for STBIP services. Students who score at the Transitional Level are
not eligible.

I Under federal guidelines, parents must be informed of student placement in a

language program within 30 days of placement.

The district does not need to receive consent from parents to enroll a child in bilingual
education services; only notification must be sent. Parents may choose to withdraw their
child from STBIP services, though the district must make a reasonable effort to inform
parents of the benefit of enrollment.23

Districts must annually submit student data, staffing, and professional development reports
to the Migrant Student Data and Recruitment office. Data is collected for all students who
are tested for entry to the program, even if they test at a Transitional level of language
acquisition and are thus not enrolled in the program. Data for each student should include
the student identification form, placement test results, a copy of the parent notification
form, annual test results, and a copy of annual parent notification of a student's
continuation in the program. Additionally, documentation should include a roster of eligible
students by grade level and school, a list of students with waivers, staff schedules, and a

description of the program delivery model.2a

21 
'Transitional Bilingual lnstructional Program." State of Washington Office of Superintendent of Public lnstruction,

http://www.k12.wa. us/Migra ntBilingua l/Bili ngua lProgra m.aspx

" "K-!2 Bilingual Education." Caseload Forecast Council, State of Washington. 16 November 20t2.
http://www.cfc.wa.govlHa ndouts/K12_Bili ngua l_Education.pdf

t'rbid. p. 16.

'o rbid. p. 21.
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STBIP services can take a number of forms in districts across the state. Three of the

alternatives offered in the state are a Dual Language Program (Two-Way lmmersion), and

Developmental or Transitional Bilingual Education. All models share the following

cha racteristics:2s

r Extensive and ongoing parental involvement

I Ongoing professional development for teachers

I lnstructional personnel who can integrate language acquisition with academic

achievement, promote proficiency in English, and ensure academic instruction is

meaningful and comprehensible to language learners

I High standards for language acquisition and academic achievement

r Strong leadership among classroom, school, and district personnel

I Human resources to coordinate communication between parents and schools

The state stresses the importance of meaningful, frequent supplemental support for
students. Language learners are expected to receive appropriate instruction throughout the

day, whether in a traditional classroom, a bilingual classroom, or an ESL classroom. All

instructional practices must provide students with equal opportunity to meet state

standards, grade-level expectations, and English Language Development standards.26

Teachers and educators who teach under the STBIP program must complete staff

development specific to the instruction of ELL students. Administrators are encouraged

participate as well, though it is not required. Every effort should be made in schools to hire

staff with both native language and English language proficiency to teach in the program,

though this is not a requirement of the basic education teacher regardless of who is

enrolled in each class. Para-professionals working under the STBIP program must be under

the direct supervision of a certified teacher, who supervises daily schedules, lesson plans,

and activity logs.27

The main source of funding for the program is basic education funds. STBIP funds are

supplemental and should be used to fund services which would not be provided to all

students regularly. Districts must submit a grant application for funds under the STBIP

program, and amounts are based on the reported number of ELLs in each district. Funds

from other sources can be used to supplement state TBIP funding. Districts can use STBIP

funding in a variety of ways, including for salaries, professional development, translation

and interpretation services, supplies and materials, travel expenses, printing, and Civil

Rights compliance.2s

tt 
rbid. p. 25.

'u tbid.p.27.

" lbid.p.zB.
" rbid. p. 30.
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Two New Jersey Districts

Two programs have been recognized by the state of New Jersey as "model" bilingual
education programs: the Perth Amboy Public Schools K-12 Bilingual Program, and the West
New York Public Schools K-12 Bilingual Program. Perth Amboy's program provides full-time
bilingual academic instruction with an emphasis on English language acquisition. The
program is coordinated via a central Bilingual lntake Center which also undertakes
assessment and placement. Students are placed in classrooms based on their level of ESL

proficiency. Additionally, there is a K-4 Saturday ESL program for additional support.2e

Perth Amboy's bilingual program aims to "promote acculturation into the American society
while respecting and appreciating the language and culture of the students and their
families." The program is comprised of 131 staff members, including:30

r 2 resource specialists

I No literacy coaches or math specialists

r 96 bilingualteachers

' 32 ESL teachers

r t home school liaison

ln West New York Public Schools, the bilingual program spans grades K-12. Classes in the
elementary grades are taught by general education certified bilingual staff, while in grades 7
through 12 classes are taught by bilingual staff certified by content area. The district
coordinates a special program for academically delayed English learners, an extended year
language enrichment program for ELLs, and the Bilingual Emergency Assistance Model
(BEAM) program which enrolls parents in adult ESL programs.tt ln the district, a bilingual
program must be provided when there are 20 or more ELLs in any one language enrolled
across the district.

" "Perth Amboy Public Schools." New Jersey Department of Education.
http://www.nj.govleducation/bilingual/resources/slr/centers0810.htm#perth

30 
"BilinguaI/ESL Department." Perth Amboy Public Schools. http://www.paps.net/dom ainh93

31 
"West New York Public Schools." New Jersey Department of Education.

http://www.nj.gov/education/bilingua l/resou rces/slr/centersO8l0.htmttwestnewyork
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SrcrtoN III: Two- AY LaNcUAGE InnupnsloN

Dual language or two-way immersion programs are a form of bilingual education in which

students are taught in two languages during the day, without relying on translation for

comprehension, for the first five to eight years of their schooling. Two-way immersion

programs "foster bilingualism, bi-literacy, enhanced awareness of linguistic and cultural

diversity, and high levels of academic achievement through instruction in two languages."3z

The successes of pilot two-way immersion education programs, coupled with the increasing

awareness that the United States needs linguistically competent and cross-culturally savvy

citizens, has led to the growing popularity of such programs. Thg number of two-way

immersion programs has increased from only 30 documented programs in 1987 to more

than 300 programs by 2005.33 Two-way immersion programs provide language and

academic content instruction to both native English speakers and native speakers of
another language.

Research suggests that English acquisition
by establishing strong proficiency in one's fi
Because of this, two-way immersion can b
useful for English acquisition as it teache

language while also supPorting th
development in their first language. lmme
is an effective strategy for language lear

students learn language more efficiently w
medium of instruction, rather than the focus of instruction. Two-way immersion, like the

bilingual models studied in the previous section, creates an additive language environment,

since both students' first language and a second language are being taught to students-the
difference being that in immersion settings, students learn each othe/s primary language

together.

ln traditional foreign language acquisition immersion programs, teachers use a second

language as the primary language of instruction and social interaction. This language is used

for between 50 and 100 percent of academic instruction. lnstruction does not focus directly

on language acquisition, but instead uses academic content as a way of teaching language

indirectly, thereby allowing second language acquisition to occur incidentally and,

theoretically, mirroring the way in which first language acquisition occurs naturally' Two-

way immersion differs, however, in that language learning occurs concurrently with content

learning, and instruction takes place in both languages. The amount of time spent in each

tt 
"What is Dual Language?" National Dual Language Consortium. http://www.dual-language'org/

tt 
Howard, Elizabeth, Julie Sugarman, Marleny Perdomo, and Carolyn Temple Adger. "Two Way lmmersion Toolkit"'

The Education Alliance, Brown University. 2005. P. 3.

http://www.a llia nce,brown.edu/pubs/twi/pdf-files/toolkit-all'pdf
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language can vary by district; schools can choose between providing one of two basic

models of immersion:3a

r Full lmmersion (gc,ltl split): ln two-way immersion programs, the partner language

is used most or all of the day in the primary grades. The partner language and

English are used equally in later grades.

r partiat lmmersion (50/50 split): The partner language and English are used equally

throughout the Program.

This method of separating the two languages for instruction is supported by research as

more effective than simply providing systematic translation in both languages for all

concepts. Translation allows students to continue to rely on their stronger language, and'

greatly reduces the time spent working in and through the second language.3s Little

research presently exists regarding whether the 90/1-0 model or the 50/50 model results in

higher achievement; it appears to be a matter of district preference.

Most two-way immersion models place students in bilingual instruction for between four and

six years. This duration is necessary for students to realize full benefits of the model. Tw-o-way

immersion is therefore not appropriate for districts in which students are highly transient'35

Teaching strategies used in total immersion classrooms must take into account the needs of
anguage learners. Teachers must be able to
erbal cues and make use of visual displays and

ctivities for communication. Teachers should

ied grammar and a slow pace to ensure

language learners can comprehend the
achers themselves should have at minimum a

understanding of the immersion languages'

mixing should be discouraged, as it allows

students to rely on their first language. lnstead, when it is time to communicate in one

language, all students should be expected to do so and not retreat to the language in which

they are most comfortable.

One common concern about two-way immersion is getting students to take risks with the

new language and use it when speaking in the classr_oom. Teachers can go a long way

toward overcoming such barriers in the following ways:tt

r providing a nurturing environment for students from the beginning of the year

r Providing ample opportunities for speaking

r Setting up tasks in which meaningful communication takes place

4,,Features of Dual Language Programs." National Dual Language Consortium. http://www'dual-language'org/
tt lbid, p. 11.
tt 

tbid. p, 13.
tt 

tbid. p. 16.
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Two-Wav lruurRsrolrr Exnnnple PRoennus

V rnoue Anre S cu ooL D tsrR tcr

Verona Area School District has recently concluded the application process for enrollment in
its new two-way immersion program, set to begin for kindergarten students in fall of 20L3.
Students will learn half of their academic content in English, and half of content in Spanish.

The district plans to enroll an equal number of native English and native Spanish speakers.
Final selection for participants will take place via a lottery system.a2

Students enrolled in the program will have two teachers every day: one who provides

English instruction and one who provides Spanish instruction. Core subject areas will be

taught in alternating languages

The two-way immersion program aims to lead students to a high level of proficiency in their
second language. The district also cites the competitive advantage students will have in the
future if they maintain their bilingualism. The overall goals of the program are listed as the
following:a3

I To achieve high levels of proficiency in understanding, speaking, reading, and writing
in both English and Spanish

I To attain academic achievement levels equal to or exceeding state standards

r To foster positive cross-cultural attitudes and behaviors throughout the school and
community

Grade-level expectations for students' second language are set forth in the figure below.aa

Figure 3.1: Second language Expectations for Two-Way lmmersion by Grade

40 "lmmersion vs. Bilingual Education." Triangle Business Journal. 29 Dec 1997.
http://www.bizjournals.com/triangle/storiesh997 /72/29leditorial3.html?page=all

a1 
"successful Bilingual and lmmersion Education Models/Programs." Op. cit. p. 5.

ot "District-Wide Dual Language Program." Verona Area School District.
http://www.verona.k12.wi.us/uploaded/CentralOffice/District_lnformation/fwl_Brochure_11-20-
12_English_Fina Lpdf

ot'Two Way lmmersion Q&A," Verona Area School District,
http://www.verona.k12.wi.us/uploaded/Central_Office/District_lnformation/VASD_Two_Way_lmmersion_FAQ_
2012_73.pdf* "Dirtrii-Wide Dual lmmersion Program." op. cit. p. 2.
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skills and beeinning responses in student's second

Students converse and express themselves regarding school topics in second
Students continue with oral language skill development and demonstrate literacy skills in two

te in academic instruction in Enelish and

Students demonstrate oral language, literacy skills, and academic proficiencies in both English

Source: Verona Area School District
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Having a clear understanding of language learning goals

Using developmental stage-a ppropriate language

Knowing that students will make mistakes and do not attempt to correct them all

Another common challenge in two-way immersion settings is the question of how to

challenge native speakers when their first language is that being used for instruction.

Teachers must manage to both not overwhelm second language learners while keeping

native speakers engaged. Teachers should plan lessons with native speakers in mind, and

then go back and make changes to suit the language learners. One common strategy is to

ask questions that require a nonverbal response, such as pointing, followed by questions

which require a deeper level of language proficiency.3s

Some feel that certain immersion programs are not appropriate learning methods for
English language learners, stating that ELLs ate "a population for which [immersion
approachesl are not and never were intended." lnstead, critics point to the following goals

of immersion programs:

r Promotion of official languages

r Linguistic, cultural, and educational enrichment

I Promotion of heritage language among students from cultural minority groups

whose communities now speak the majority societal language

r Acquisition of important regional languages

I Maintenance and preservation of indigenous languages

A body of evidence exists, however, which upholds the validity of two-way immersion for ELL

language acquisition: "When instruction through the first language is provided to language

minority students along with balanced second language support, these students attain higher

levels of academic achievement than if the

taught in the second language only."3e The key,

two-way immersion concept specifically.

Research consistently finds that two-way
enables a greater degree of success for
minority students. A L997 meta-study of
conducted by federal researchers on ELL ac

and bilingual education found that 83 percent of studies

reported that students learned to read better through immersion, and none found that

another model was superior.oo More recent research agrees, finding that such programs

"are most likely to see their students succeed educationall1."o'

I

I

I

tt tbid. p. 25.

" Genesee, F, op, cit. P. 36,
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Parents are required to sign a commitment form, stating that they will maintain their
student's enrollment in the program for as long as possible. The district states that
proficiency in social language occurs within 1 to 3 years, but academic language acquisition
may take 5 to 7 years. The district urges students to remain in the program to take enough
time to fully develop their abilities.as Additionally, parents are required to do the following:

r Attendance at one of the parent information sessions is required prior to
admittance in the program. Dates for the information sessions for the 21t3-t4
school year will be sent home, posted on the district website, and publicized

through the local media.

r Parents must provide transportation for students who do not qualify for available
district tra nsportation.

r Parents are required to sign a Parent Commitment Form prior to admittance in the
program.

I As a parent or guardian, it is important to encourage your child's interest in the
second language and an appreciation for other cultures and to show that you value
the ability to speak a second language.

I Attend meetings provided by the district and schools regarding the TWI program
whenever possible.

D r Lnv rno n E tr u r tttrenY S c H o o L

DeLaveaga Elementary School in Santa Cruz, California employs a two-way immersion
program for teaching native English and Spanish speakers concurrently. Students are
instructed by two separate teachers, depending on content area. The school follows a SOILO

instructional model, as opposed to the 5O/5O model of the Verona Area School District.
English is used for a minimum of 10 percent of the time in kindergarten and increases each
year, as the following table demonstrates:45

Figure 3.2: lnstructional Modelfor lmmersion

4s "T*o Way lmmersion Q&A," Op. cit, p. 2.
a5 

"Dos Alas Two Way lmmersion Program." DeLaveaga Elementary School.
http://www.delave.sa ntacruz.kl2.ca,us/ENGDosAlasWhatls,htm I
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Musxroou PuBLtc ScHooLs

Muskegon Public Schools' two-way immersion program "sets [students] up for a promising
future in the global economy."4t The program has been in operation since 2008, and
instructs students in both English and Spanish concurrently. Approximately 90 students took
part in the program's inaugural year. By 2010 the number of students participating had
grown to 150.

All students are expected to learn to read and write first in Spanish. The program's
instructional model is tiered much as DeLaveaga's model is: 90 percent of instruction in
kindergarten is in Spanish, 80 percent in second grade, and 50 percent by fourth. This
"continuum" is expected to produce near-native speakers with particular faculties in math,
due to the neurological benefits of learning a second language.as

The program will eventually expend to reach eighth grade. New native-English speakers will
not be able to enter the program after second grade. The district further plans to
encourage students to pick up a third language in the seventh grade (likely Mandarin
Chinese).

lnitially, parents of native-Spanish speaking children were hesitant to enroll their children in
the immersion program after learning that 90 percent of learning occurs in Spanish in the
first year. News of early years' successes have spread, however, and the enrollment of
native-spanish speakers is now on the rise.as

ot Moore, Lynn. 'Two Tongues: lmmersion Program Creating Students Fluent in Spanish and English." Michigan Live,
13 October 2010.
http://www.mlive.com/news/muskegon/in dex.ssf/20701!0/two_tongues_immersion_program.html

at lbid.
ot tbid.
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PnoJrcr vALUATToN Fonnn

Hanover Research is committed to providing a work product that meets or exceeds member
expectations. ln keeping with that goal, we would like to hear your opinions regarding our
reports. Feedback is critically important and serves as the strongest mechanism by which we
tailor our research to your organization. When you have had a chance to evaluate this
report, please take a moment to fill out the following questionnaire.

Cavuar
The publisher and authors have used their best efforts in preparing this brief. The publisher
and authors make no representations or warranties with respect to the accuracy or
completeness of the contents of this brief and specifically disclaim any implied warranties of
fitness for a particular purpose. There are no warranties which extend beyond the
descriptions contained in this paragraph. No warranty may be created or extended by
representatives of Hanover Research or its marketing materials. The accuracy and
completeness of the information provided herein and the opinions stated herein are not
guaranteed or warranted to produce any particular results, and the advice and strategies
contained herein may not be suitable for every member. Neither the publisher nor the
authors shall be liable for any loss of profit or any other commercial damages, including but
not limited to special, incidental, consequential, or other damages. Moreover, Hanover
Research is not engaged in rendering legal, accounting, or other professional services.
Members requiring such services are advised to consult an appropriate professional.
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